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Abstract We present a one-step electrochemical

method to produce water-based stable carbon nano

colloid (CNC) without adding any surfactants at the

room temperature. The physical, chemical, and

thermal properties of CNC prepared were character-

ized by using various techniques, such as particle

size analyzer, zeta potential meter, TEM, XRD,

FT-IR, turbidity meter, viscometer, and transient

hot-wire method. The average primary size of the

suspended spherical-shaped nanoparticles in the CNC

was found to be *15 nm in diameter. The thermal

conductivity of CNC compared with that of water

was observed to increase up to *14% with the CNC

concentration of *4.2 wt%. The CNC prepared in

this study was considerably stable over the period of

600 h. With the assistance of FT-IR spectroscopy

analysis, we confirmed the presence of carboxyl

group (i.e., O–H stretching (3,458 cm-1) and C=O

stretching (1,712 cm-1)) formed in the outer atomic

layer of carbon nanoparticles, which (i) made the

carbon particles hydrophilic and (ii) prevented the

aggregation among primary nanoparticles by increas-

ing the magnitude of zeta potential over the long

period.

Keywords Colloid � Carbon nanoparticles �
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Stability � Nanofluids

Introduction

Nanotechnology is an important field at the cross-

roads of physics, engineering, and materials science.

Especially, carbon nanostructures including carbon

nanotube (CNT) and fullerene (C60) have attracted

much interest because of their potential applications

in display, heat transfer media, fuel cell, secondary

battery, shielding materials for electrostatics and

electron wave, functional composite materials, and

semiconductor and anti-wear materials. However, the

applications of CNT and fullerene are limited

because they are easily aggregated each other due

to strong van der Waals attraction forces. To obtain
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the stable dispersion of CNTs in an aqueous solution,

an additive or chemical reagent is generally required

(Jiang et al. 2003).

Hudson et al. (1997) and Peckett et al. (2000)

prepared graphite particle-based nanofluid with the

assistance of electrochemical oxidation method,

where anodic erosion occurred at the surface of

graphite electrode immersed in ethanoic acid, sulfuric

acid, and deionized (DI) water. The size range of

oxidized graphite particles obtained was 40–870 nm

in diameter. Unlike those previous studies, we simply

immersed electrodes into DI water without adding

any surfactants in the combined electrochemical and

sonochemical processes, and then we obtained stable

carbon particle-based nanofluid with narrow primary

size distribution, and also the production rate of our

carbon nano colloid (CNC) fluid was reached at

*1,400 g/h, which was *300 times larger amount

than the colloidal production rate made by Peckett

et al. (2000).

Here, we describe an electrochemical and sono-

chemical oxidation method to produce the water-

based CNC with excellent stability. The morphology

and size distribution of CNC prepared in this study

were analyzed by using a TEM and a particle sizer

(i.e., dynamic light scattering technique). Since the

nanofluids such as CNC are the new engineering

materials, we also measured the thermal conductivity

and viscosity of CNC for their potential applications

in heat transfer-enhanced systems. Turbidity analysis

was also made to evaluate the colloidal stability of

aqueous suspension. To investigate the stabilization

mechanism of CNC prepared, FT-IR spectroscopy

and zeta potential analysis were made.

Experimental

One-step electrochemical method for CNC

preparation

High-density isotropic graphite was used as an anode,

and a stainless steel plate was used as a cathode. The

graphite anode used was 300 mm (W) 9 500 mm

(H) 9 50 mm (D), and the perforated stainless steel

plate cathode used was 300 mm (W) 9 500 mm

(H) 9 3 mm (D). The distance between two elec-

trodes immersed in a DI water bath was able to be

varied from 1 to 100 mm at the current density of

from 3 to 20 mA/cm2. In the electrolysis process, the

electric power applied to the electrodes was varied in

multiple stages. (i) A constant voltage of 30 V, (ii) a

constant current of 25 A, and then (iii) a constant

current of 20 A were sequentially applied to the

electrodes. Simultaneously, the colloidal solution was

forcedly dispersed by an ultrasonicator, which was the

flat-type ultrasonic equipment (Flexonic-1200-35/72/

100G, Mirae Ultrasonic Tech., Korea). To prevent the

aggregation of nanoparticles, the ultrasonicator was

continuously operated at the power output of 1,000 W

with the frequency of 100 ± 5 kHz during the

production of CNC with the volume of *1 m3. The

combined electrochemical and sonochemical oxida-

tion processes were kept for 30 days, and then the

saturated concentration of CNC was found to be

*0.4 wt%. We also monitored the electrical conduc-

tivity (r) of the DI water using an electrical

conductivity meter (LF11, SCHOTT) during the

electrolysis process where the electrode was eroded

to generate the CNC. We observed that the production

of CNC was classified into three stages as follows: (i)

the beginning stage of extremely low production rate

of CNC (i.e., r \*0.3 dS/m) presumably due to

initially high electrical resistivity of DI water

(*50 kX m), (ii) the second stage of high production

rate of CNC presumably due to the increase of the

number concentration of electrolytes of both H+ and

OH- ions generated by the continuous electrolysis

process (i.e., *0.3 B r \*1.6 dS/m), and (iii) the

final stage of low production rate of CNC presumably

due to the saturation of electrolytes (i.e., *1.6 B r\
*1.7 dS/m. Here, *1.7 dS/m was the maximum

electrical conductivity observed in our electrochem-

ical method.), and then the CNC generation was

ceased when the electrode completely used up.

Characterization of physical, chemical,

and thermal properties of CNC

The morphology of CNC was determined by a TEM

analysis (JEMM 2011, Jeol). The FT-IR spectra were

also measured by a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX

spectrometer in the wavelength range of 400–

4,000 cm-1 with KBr pellet method under dry airflow.

The high-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns

were obtained by a Philips X’pert Pro MRD. Particle size

distribution and zeta potential of CNC were measured
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by a dynamic light scattering and an electrophoretic light

scattering (ELS-8000, Otsuka Electronics) technique,

respectively. For evaluating the colloidal stability, the

turbidity of CNC was measured as a function of

sedimentation time with the assistance of nephelometer

(2100AN, HACH). To measure the thermal conductivity

of CNC, a transient hot-wire method was employed.

Teflon-coated platinum wire with the diameter of

76 lm and the length of 15 cm was used for thermal

conductivity measurement based on the hot-wire

method. Initially, the Teflon-coated platinum wire

was immersed in the CNC, which was temperature

controlled by a water bath. We applied constant

voltage of 15 V (i.e., heat flux of *110 W/m) to the

electronic circuit of hot-wire system; the electric

resistance of the Teflon-coated platinum wire

increased with increasing the temperature of the

wire. Here the voltage output was measured by an

A/D converting system at the sampling rate of 20 times

per second. The thermal conductivity of CNC was

extracted from the slope of the rise in the wire’s

temperature against logarithmic time interval by the

following equation (Nagasaka and Nagashima 1981).

k ¼ q

4pðT2 � T1Þ
ln

t2
t1

� �
ð1Þ

where k is the thermal conductivity of fluid and T is

the temperature of the wire at time, t. In the series

of hot-wire measurements, the average thermal

conductivity of CNC with various weight concen-

trations at 25 �C was determined over five times

repeated measurements. Here the measurement error

in the thermal conductivity of CNC was less than

*1.5%.

The viscosity of CNC was measured by Ubbelohde

viscometer (Capillary viscometer with viscoclock,

SCHOTT).

Results and discussion

Morphology and particle size distribution

measurements of CNC

Figure 1 shows the TEM image of CNC. One can see

that the nanoparticles are spherical shape with the

average diameter of *15 nm. The size distribution of

primary particles in the CNC was in-situ measured by

using a dynamic light scattering measurement

technique, which was presented in Fig. 2. The

average size of primary particles was found to be

*18 nm with very narrow particle size distribution

(i.e., standard deviation of *1.16). It is presumably

because the growth of particles in our one-step

electrochemical method was suppressed by (i) the

formation of functional groups on the surface of

particles, which prevented the aggregation of result-

ing particles, which will be discussed in detail later,

and also (ii) the presence of ultrasonication energy to

separate the aggregated particles.

Fig. 1 TEM image of electrochemically produced carbon

nano colloid (CNC)

Fig. 2 Particle size distribution of CNC at 25 �C and

pH = 2.3 measured by a dynamic light scattering technique
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Measurement of thermophysical properties of

CNC

To evaluate the heat transfer performance of CNC,

we needed to measure its effective thermal conduc-

tivity and viscosity. Figure 3 shows the thermal

conductivity enhancement of CNC compared with

pure water. As the CNC concentration was increased

from 0.4 wt% to 4.2 wt%, the thermal conductivity

enhancement of CNC was observed to increase from

*2 to *14%. Recently, Zhu et al. (2007) reported

that the aqueous nanofluids with graphite nanoparti-

cles enhanced the thermal conductivity of the base

fluid by *34% with the graphite colloid concentra-

tion of 2.0 vol%. However, for our CNC nanofluid

with 2.4 vol% of carbon nanoparticles (i.e., 2.4 vol%

of CNC can be calculated from *4.2 wt% of CNC

with the carbon density of 1.75 g/cm3), we observed

that the thermal conductivity of CNC was enhanced

about *14% compared with that of pure water. The

discrepancy of thermal conductivity enhancement

between Zhu et al.’s graphite nanofluid and our CNC

nanofluid is presumably attributed to (i) the formation

of non-crystalline structure of carbon in our CNC and

(ii) the possible presence of oxide layer on the surface

of carbon nanoparticles produced by the electrolysis

process in our approach. To corroborate this, we

performed the XRD analysis for both the bulk

material of anode electrode (i.e., graphite) and the

dried CNC particles. One can see that anode electrode

material showed a major strong peak as a crystalline

structure as seen in Fig. 4a, while dried CNC

particles showed multiple peaks with relatively low

intensity as seen in Fig. 4b, indicating that dried CNC

particles are the mixture of polycrystalline and

amorphous structures.

In the rheological study, the viscosity of CNC with

various concentrations and temperatures was mea-

sured as shown in Fig. 5b. Some previous researches

(e.g., Ding et al. 2006; He et al. 2007) showed that

non-Newtonian behavior of nanofluid with shear

thinning effect was appeared at the relatively low

shear rate. In those works, the viscosity of suspension

was decreased with increasing shear rate and finally

reached to a constant value. In a shear thinning

regime, the viscosity of suspension was observed to

be larger than that of the base fluid by the order of

2–4. Unlike those works done by Ding et al. (2006)

and He et al. (2007), another researches (Das et al.

2003; Prasher et al. 2006) presented that nanofluids

had the behavior of Newtonian fluid. However, they

did not present how the viscosity was varied at the

lower shear rate (*50 s-1). It is noted that nanofluid

suspensions have shown controversial rheological

behaviors between Newtonian and non-Newtonian

flow regimes. We believe that the stability and

dispersion states (i.e., agglomeration degree of

primary particles and particle size distribution) also

have a great influence on the viscosity characteristics

of the suspension. These complicated behaviors of

nanofluids have been investigated experimentally and

theoretically by Larson (1999). However, we cannot

find any information about the dispersion conditions

for any of the previous researches. Therefore, it is
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hard to compare those previous studies directly with

our present approach at this point. Here, since the

effective viscosity of the CNC compared with that of

DI water (see Fig. 5b) in our approach was increased

about less than *15%, indicating that the CNC

prepared in this study is categorized into Newtonian

fluid. Therefore, we assumed the CNC as a Newto-

nian fluid so that we employed a capillary viscometer,

which measured the time taken for a liquid level to

pass through the constant length of capillary, and then

Poiseuille equation is employed to determine the

viscosity of nanofluids. The viscosity of CNC was

decreased with increasing the fluid temperature, and

simultaneously, it was increased with increasing the

colloidal concentration. To check the validation of

CNC’s viscosity measured, we first compared the

experimentally determined viscosity of CNC with the

viscosity of general nanofluids calculated by several

theoretical models suggested by Einstein, Batchelor,

Brinkman, and Ward (Mansour et al. 2007; Avsec

and Oblak 2007; Nguyen et al. 2008). Figure 5a

shows that the experimentally determined viscosity of

CNC was much higher than theoretically determined

viscosity of nanofluids because those theoretical

models did not account for nanoparticles’ interactions

and Brownian motion, which were occurred in our

CNC nanofluids. Also, it is interesting to note that the

viscosity of CNC with the concentration of even

*6 wt% was increased only *15% compared with

that of DI water. Since the increase of viscosity in

nanofluids is generally resulted from anchoring

between the aggregated particles in the nanofluids,

this indirectly implies that the carbon nanoparticles in

our CNC nanofluid were well separated by strong

repulsion forces with even high concentration of

nanoparticles (i.e., *6 wt%).

Stability test of CNC

The stability of the ceramic suspension is generally

determined by measuring the sediment volume as a

function of time. However, this method is not suitable

for our current CNC suspension because the CNC

was too dark to detect the volume of sediment.

Therefore the supernatant was analyzed in this

approach for qualitatively evaluating the stability of

CNC suspension by using a turbidity meter. In many
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previous studies (Siffert et al. 1994; Den and Huang

2005; Janus et al. 2006), they employed the turbidity

meter as an easy and reliable instrument to qualita-

tively evaluate the stability of nanofluids with the

turbidity unit of approximately several hundreds of

Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). Since the

turbidity of our resulting CNC was too dark (i.e.,

*4.2 wt%), the turbidity of resulting CNC was out

of detection range of our turbidity meter (2100AN,

HACH). Therefore, prior to the turbidity measure-

ment of the resulting CNC, we needed to sufficiently

dilute it down to *0.2 wt%, in which the CNC

turbidity was then measurable (i.e., *several hun-

dreds NTU) and also it was observed to be very stable

without any abrupt changes in the turbidity values for

600 h as seen in Fig. 6, indicating that the diluted

CNC was very stable. Figure 7a shows the evolution

of zeta potential of CNC as a function of CNC

concentration, and Fig. 7b presents the zeta potential

of 0.2 wt% CNC in the pH range from 2 to 11. One

can see that the zeta potential of CNC is weakly

dependent to the CNC concentration and pH values,

indicating that our electrochemical oxidation method

produced extremely stable carbon colloidal in water-

based solution without adding any surfactants.

FT-IR spectrometer analysis of CNC

Now we turn our attention to investigate why CNC

presented excellent stability without any surfactants.

We performed FT-IR measurement for the original

graphite electrode, the as-produced CNCs at pH =

2.3 and pH = 5.1, and the dried CNC nanoparticles.

The FT-IR spectrum of the original graphite electrode

prior to oxidation (i.e., spectrum (a) in Fig. 8) shows

no significant bands except the weak absorption band

at 1,697 cm-1 probably owing to impurities in the

potassium bromide. Spectra (b) and (c) in Fig. 8 show

the original CNC prepared at different pHs. Both

spectra (b) and (c) similarly show the absorption

bands at 3,367 and 1,639 cm-1. Spectrum (d) in

Fig. 8 presents the carbon nanoparticles, which were

dried at 100 �C for 24 h. The strong transmittance

signals appeared at 3,458, 1,712, 1,252, and

1,450 cm-1 are occurred due to O–H, C=O, C–O

stretching, and O–H bending, respectively. Another

strong band at 1,632 cm-1 is presumably occurred

due to the C=C stretching of graphite. The border and

strong peak from 2,300 to 3,500 cm-1 show the O–H

stretching due to the presence of hydroxyl group, and
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with pH = 5.1, and (d) dried CNC under 100 �C for 24 h
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also the strong peak of 1,712 cm-1 shows the

presence of carbonyl group. The carboxyl group

combined with hydroxyl and carbonyl group are

known as hydrophilic functional groups. We believe

that the formation of hydrophilic functional groups on

the surface of the carbon nanoparticles eventually

resulted in the induction of strong repulsion forces

among the primary carbon nanoparticles corroborated

by zeta potential measurement (see Fig. 7) so that

CNC nanofluids prepared in this study become stable

for a long time period.

Possible mechanism of the formation of stable

CNC

The functional groups such as carbonyl, hydroxyl,

and carboxyl group were formed on surface of carbon

nanoparticles verified by FT-IR analysis. A schematic

representation of the graphite surface oxides was

presented in Fig. 9. In the graphite structure, each

carbon atom is covalently bonded to other carbon

atoms so that they form flat sheet-like sequential

hexagonal structures. However, the parallel flat sheets

of hexagonal-structured carbon atoms are weakly

bonded together by van der Waals attraction forces,

implying that the parallel carbon flat sheets are easy

to split by relatively weak external forces, and also

other functional groups can easily enter between the

graphite flat sheets (Kinoshita 1988).

On the basis of graphite structures, we describe the

mechanism of the formation of stable CNC as seen in

Fig. 10, which presents the schematic of CNC produc-

tion process in the electrochemical and sonochemical

oxidization. Initially, the stacked layers of the graphite

at the electrodes were bonded together by van der

Waals attraction force (see Fig. 10a). During the

electrochemical oxidization in the water, an anion

(OH-) formed from the cathode with the excess of

electrons moved toward the anode with the deficit of

electrons. At the anode, the electrons were removed at

the surface of carbon nanoparticles, and simulta-

neously, the oxidation process was occurred.

Furthermore, the ultrasonic treatment during the elec-

trochemical process added cavitation energy on the

surface of carbon nanoparticles for enhancing the

dispersity. Since the combined oxidation and cavitation

energy were imposed on the surface of carbon in the

electrochemical process, the magnitude of repulsion

forces formed between the stacked layers get larger

than that of van der Waals attraction forces between the

layers as depicted in Fig. 10b so that the resulting CNC

nanofluid is able to maintain its stability as long as the

hydrophilic functional groups exist.

Conclusions

With the assistance of a one-step electrochemical

oxidization method, the ultra stable aqueous CNC
Fig. 9 The functional groups of graphite surface in the

electrochemical oxidization process

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 10 The schematic of CNC production process in the

electrochemical and sonochemical oxidization. (a) van der

Waals attraction forces acting between the stacked layers in

graphite and (b) functional groups-induced repulsion forces

acting between the stacked layer in graphite
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solution was successfully produced without adding

any surfactants in this study. Various characterization

techniques were employed to measure the physical,

chemical, and thermal properties of the CNC by using

TEM, XRD, particle sizer, FT-IR, zeta meter, tran-

sient hot wire, and viscometer. We found that the

formation of the hydrophilic functional groups on the

surface of carbon nanoparticles in the CNC solution,

which eventually resulted in the excellent stability of

the resulting CNC suspension in DI water. As a result

of stability test, we confirmed that CNC is well

dispersed in the DI water over a long time period up

to *600 h. Also, the thermal conductivity of the

CNC prepared with the initial concentration of

*4.2 wt% was enhanced *14% compared with the

thermal conductivity of pure water.
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